User Manual: TCGA2STAT in Python
Development Environment
-

-

-

OS:
o Ubuntu
o Version: 20.04.1 LTS
PC: Latitude E6440
Anaconda:
o Version: 2020.02
o Build: py37_0
Python: 3.7.6

Python Packages Required and Tested
-

requests: 2.22.0
bs4: 4.8.2
re: 2.2.1
pandas: 1.0.1
numpy: 1.18.1

Installation
The following describes how to use TCGA2STAT-Python on a Linux machine.
-

-

Install Python on a Linux machine. It’s recommended to install Anaconda that comes with
Python and most of the commonly used packages.
Install the following Python packages
o requests
o bs4
o re
o pandas
o numpy
Download TCGA2STAT-Python and place it in a working directory

Usage
To run the TCGA2STAT-Python in a Python interactive environment such as Python interpreter or Jupter
Notebook, issue the following commands.
-

Import sys
Add the directory of TCGA2STAT-Python to Python sys.path
Import getTCGA

Now the command getTCGA can be issued for downloading various types of data. Please refer to the
examples in the Examples section for details of the usage.
We can also run Python scripts that run getTCGA commands under the Linux command line. For
example, we can run the following example script that comes with TCGA2STAT-Python under the Linux
command line.
Python example-TumorNormalMatch.py

Examples
TCGA2STAT enables users to download any type of data via one single, uniform interface: the getTCGA
function. The type of data to be downloaded can be specified via three parameters:




Disease – acronym for the cancer type
dataType – the type of omics-profiles
type – the specific type of measurement for the omics-profile

Example-1 Download RPKM values of genes profiled using RNA-Sequencing from ovarian cancer
patients
The following command will return the RPKM values of genes profiled using RNA-Sequencing from
ovarian cancer patients

The returned object rnaseq_ov is a Python dictionary containing three items:




dat
clinical
merged_dat

Each of the items is a list which contains the arrays of downloaded or post processed data.

The items in Python dictionary are accessed by its corresponding keys.

Here each item is a Python list. The following shows how to find the length of each item.






dat – A Python list that contains matrices in Pandas DataFrame format of omics-profiles data. In
this case its length is 1. It contains only one omics-profiles data matrix with genes in rows and
patients in columns; in this example, this is a matrix of RPKM values.
clinical – A Python list that contains matrices of clinical data in Pandas DataFrame format.
Length of zero is returned as the clinical data is not specified (default).
merged_dat – A Python list that contains data matrices in Pandas DataFrame format that
combines both omics-profiles and clinical covariates if clinical data is imported. Patients are in
the rows with the sample ID in the first column, followed by clinical covariates, and then the
omics-profiles. Length of zero is returned here as there is no merged data.

The following shows how to find the shape of the matrix contained in rnaseq_ov[‘dat’][0].

The data matrix of the omics profiles returned are of dimension gene x patients; the row names are
gene symbols and the column names are samples ID (BCR code).

To obtain default clinical data together with the omics profiles, specify clinical=True.

The following commands look at the information of the merged RPKM-OS data matrix and its data.

To customize the clinical variables, specify cvars to the desired clinical variable.

Example-2 Import mRNA-microarray gene expression data
Gene expression data profiled by microarray are available in different forms depending on the type of
microarray employed. Specifically, three forms are available.
1. Agilent 244K Custom Gene Expression G4502A-07 (type=’G450’)
2. Affymetrix Human Genome U133A 2.0 Array (type=’U133’)
3. Affymetrix Human Exon 1.0 ST Array (type=’Huex’)
The following shows how to get Agilent G450 for ovarian cancer patients.

The following shows downloading Affymetrix Human Genome U133A expression for ovarian cancer
patients.

Example-3 Import RNA-Seq gene expression data
TCGA also provides gene expression data measured via RNA-Sequencing technology, especially via
Illumina Genome Analyzer (GA) or Illumina HiSeq 2000. For either platform, the data is available in two
forms: RNA-Seq (preprocessed using the first pipeline), and RNA-SeqV2 (preprocessed using version two
analysis).
TCGA2STAT-Python package allows user to download RNA-Seq data from both Illumina GA and Illumina
HiSeq, depending on data availability. If gene expression is profiled via both platforms, only the data
from HiSeq will be imported. In addition, users have the following options for which type of data to
import: raw-counts ( type=’count’) or the normalized counts ( type=’RPKM’).
The following shows downloading raw count, RNA-Seq data for ovarian cancer patients.

For RNA-Sequencing data from the second analysis pipeline (RNASeqV2), TCGA2STAT Python package
provides information of data from Illumina HiSeq only as this is the most common profiling method. The
values returned are the RSEM values for the genes, which usually contains 20501 genes, with RSEM
values ranging from 0 to 10^6.
The following demonstrates downloading RSEM values of RNA-SeqV2 data for ovarian cancer patients.

Example-4 Import Mutation Data
The level-3 files of called mutations from the Broad Firehose are saved in Mutation Annotation Format
(MAF).Each MAF file lists mutations found for the particular patient. Since each patient may have
different mutations, the number of genes in each MAF file vary from patient to patient. Hence, the MAF
files are not in a format ready for statistical analysis. To solve this, our package aggregates the obtained
MAF files into a matrix of dimension, gene x patient, with a value of one in cell(i,j) if a mutation is found
in gene-i from patient-j, and a zero otherwise.
The TCGA2STAT-Python package permits two options for the mutation data:
 Only somatic non-silent mutations called (type="somatic") which is the default. This will only
return those mutations with “somatic”" as the mutation-status and not with “silent” as the
variant-classification in the original MAF files.
 All mutations called, (type="all").
The following is the example of downloading somatic-non-silent mutations for ovarian cancer patients.

The following is the example of downloading data for all mutations called for ovarian cancer patients.

Example-5 Import Methylation Expression
DNA methylation profiles were obtained either via Illumina Infinium HumanMethulation27 BeadChip or
the HumanMethylation450 BeadChip. The first platform probes for about 27,000 CpG sites (commonly
known as 27K) and the second platform probes for about 450,000 CpG sites. Our package allows users to
import either methylation data when available, via type=”27K’ or type=”450K” as shown below.

Here we look at the downloaded methylation data.

Note that the matrix of the methylation profiles returned is NOT aggregated at the gene level. Each row
in the data matrix (dat) is a probe from the methylation assay, which represents a CpG site. Since genes
often contain more than one CpG site and each CpG site can differ significantly in the methylation level,
gene level aggregation is less desirable. Hence, our package returns the probe-level data.

Now we take a look at the data in first three rows and the first three columns of the matrices in ‘dat’ and
‘cpgs’.

As shown above, the returned list for methylation data has one additional element, cpgs, which contains
the probe’s genomic information. Each row of cpgs is a CpG site and contains gene symbols and genomic
coordinates in the columns; rows in cpgs are of the same number of order as the methylation profiles
data, dat.
Values in the methylation data are the beta values. They range from zero to one, with values greater
than 0.5 representing hypermethylation, values less than 0.5 representing hypomethylation.

Example-6 Combine multiple OMICs profiles
TCGA2STAT-Python package includes a function names OMICSBind that allows users to combine two
matrices of omics-profiles for the same set of patients into a single object. In order to combine more
than two types of omics-profiles together, users can call the OMICSBind function multiple times. The
example below shows how to combine the RNA-Seq data from the second pipeline analysis, methylation
profiles from 27K, and mutation data for ovarian cancer patients.
The following shows how to download RNA-Seq, methylation, and mutation profiles for OV cancer
patients.

The following shows merging the three OMICs-data into one Pandas DataFrame object.

Now we look at the dat.

As shown above, the final merged data matrix m2[‘merged_data’] has 185 samples. These are the tumor
samples of patients common in RNA-Seq, mutation, and methylation data. On the other hand,
m2[‘merged_data’] has 58139 rows, which is the combination of 20501 genes from RNA-Seq, 10060
genes from mutation, and 30561 CpG sites from methylation data. In order to distinguish gene symbols
from different omics-profiles, we affix the gene names with d1 and d2 in the merged data. Specifically,
d1 is affixed to gene names of the first omics-data input to OMICSBind function, d2 is affixed to the
names of the second input object.
Now we look at the more details of data in m1.

Now we look at the details of data in m2.

Example-7 Separating OMICs profiles by sample types
The TCGA OMICs profiles downloaded for a cancer type often include samples of different types, such as
from tumor tissue, normal tissue, or other controls. The type of samples is encoded in the sample’s BCR
code. Users who are interested in studying only tumor samples, for example, would need to parse the
codes to extract only these samples. To spare users the difficulties of decoding the sample ID (BCR code)
to extract particular types of samples, the TCGA2STAT-Python package includes a function, SampleSplit
to accomplish this task according to the sample types. The object returned is a dictionary of three
matrices corresponding to the omics profiles of primary solid tumor, recurrent solid tumor, and normal
tissues/blood samples.
The following shows downloading the data and split the data.

The following shows getting the details of the data from the results of SampleSplit.

Example-8 Getting matched tumor-normal OMICs profiles
TCGA2STAT-Python package also includes a utility function, TumorNormalMatch to prepare the
downloaded omics-profiles for pairwise analysis between tumor tissues and normal tissues/blood
samples in a user-friendly manner. The example below shows how to first get the RNA-Seq data of
analysis pipeline 2 from LUSC patients and then split the data into tumor tissues and normal
tissues/blood samples for the same set of patients.

The TumorNormalMatch command will return a Python dictionary of two omics-profile data matrices
with dimension of gene by patient. Both matrices have the same dimension and order for both columns
(patient) and rows (gene). Thus, enabling users to make direct pairwise comparisons.

Functions
getTCGA
gdats = getTCGA( dataType) # dataType!=Methylation
-

gdats is a Python dictionary containing 3 items: “dat”, “clinical”, “merged_dat”
gdats[“dat”] is a Python List contains data in Pandas DataFrame.
gdats[“dat”][0] gives the first array of dat
gdats[“clinical”] is a Python List contains data in Pandas DataFrame format.
gdats[“clinical”][0] gives the first array of clinical data
gdats[“merged_data”] is a Python List contains merged data arrays in Pandas DataFrame
format
gdats[“merged_dat”] gives the first array of the merged data.

gdats = getTCGA( dataType) # dataType==Methylation
-

gdats is a Python dictionary containing 4 items: “dat”, “cpgs”, “clinical”, and
“merged_dat”
Each of the item is a list of data arrays in Pandas DataFrame format
Accessing the data in each item is the same as the case that dataType is not
“Methylation”

SampleSplit
tumors = SampleSplit( dat )
-

tumors is a Python dictionary containing 3 items: “primary_tumor”, “recurrent_tumor”,
and “normal”. Each item is an data array in Pandas DataFrame format
Accessing the 3 items with the following:
o tumors[“primary_tumor”]
o tumors[“recurrent_tumor”]
o tumors[“normal”]

TumorNormalMatch
tumors = TumorNormalMatch( dat )
-

tumors is a Python dictionary containing 2 items: “primary_tumor” and “normal”. Each
item is an data array in Pandas DataFrame format
Accessing the 2 items with the following:
o tumors[“primary_tumor”]
o tumors[“normal”]

OMICSBind
mdat = OMICSBind( dat1, dat2 )
-

mdat is a Python dictionary containing one item: “merged_dat”. The item is an data array
in Pandas DataFrame format

-

Accessing the item with the following:
o mdat[“merged_dat”]

